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AI IMPACT: An FP Conference for Business Leaders

Event

Willard Intercontinental 

1401 Pennsylvania Avenue NW 

Washington, D.C., 20004 

Wednesday, June 26, 2024 – mid-day Friday, June 28, 2024 

$550 per person 

Early bird rate until May 10, 2024.

Register for Event

Join Fisher Phillips for the AI Impact Conference, where thought leaders and industry experts from

across the nation will converge to explore the intersection of artificial intelligence and the modern

business environment. We’ll meet in Washington, D.C. – just steps from where lawmakers and

regulators are debating AI – to discuss how impending regulation will impact businesses and

human capital management. We’ll also explore AI’s transformative impact across various industries

by providing practical use case scenarios, highlighting how to seize competitive advantages, and

showing how you can position yourself as a leader in the era of AI.

Who Should Attend?

The AI IMPACT Conference is designed for professionals seeking to gain a competitive edge in the

evolving landscape of work – whether you’re at the forefront of the AI revolution or want to be. This

conference is ideal for:

CEOs, C-Suite, Business Leaders, and Executives

Inside Counsel and Compliance Experts at all levels

HR and Talent Management Professionals

Industry Association Leaders

Who Will Present:

https://washington.intercontinental.com/
https://communication.fisherphillips.com/136/2954/landing-pages/rsvp-blank---accept.asp
https://www.fisherphillips.com/
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You’ll learn from experts at the forefront of AI and business during our jam-packed sessions.

Government regulators will shed light on what’s to come, AI product experts will provide glimpses

behind the scenes into this technology in practical terms, and industry and academic thought

leaders will give you the tools to allow you to put AI to use in your business right away. And of

course, attorneys from Fisher Phillips will help steer the conversation and provide their legal

analysis.

Returning for Another Year: Our Famous AI Laboratory

One of the highlights of last year’s conference was our exclusive “AI Laboratory,” where attendees

had a hands-on opportunity to explore cutting-edge AI technologies and witness products in action.

We’re happy to announce it will be back in 2024! You’ll meet with top AI product experts and

experience firsthand the transformative power of AI solutions tailored to your business. Engage in

live demonstrations, ask questions, and gain valuable insights into the latest advancements shaping

the future of business.

Questions? Contact Brooke Cassens. 

Fisher Phillips is committed to providing access to all of our events for disabled attendees. If you

need an accommodation to participate in this event, please give us three business days advance

notice prior to the scheduled event by contacting Brooke Cassens. Thank you.

Related People

John M. Polson
Chairman & Managing Partner
949.798.2130
Email

mailto:bcassens@fisherphillips.com?subject=AI%20Impact
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Benjamin M. Ebbink
Partner
916.210.0400
Email

Richard R. Meneghello
Chief Content Officer
503.205.8044
Email

Service Focus

AI, Data, and Analytics

https://www.fisherphillips.com/en/people/benjamin-m-ebbink.html
https://www.fisherphillips.com/en/people/benjamin-m-ebbink.html
tel:916.210.0400
mailto:bebbink@fisherphillips.com
https://www.fisherphillips.com/en/people/richard-r-meneghello.html
https://www.fisherphillips.com/en/people/richard-r-meneghello.html
tel:503.205.8044
mailto:rmeneghello@fisherphillips.com
https://www.fisherphillips.com/en/services/practices/ai-data-analytics.html
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